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STATEMENT TO THE AUSTRALIAN SECURITIES EXCHANGE 

Wimobilize Singapore Pte Ltd Extends Exclusive Partnership 
with Byte Power (Hong Kong) Ltd 

 
 

Byte Power Group Ltd (ASX: BPG) is pleased to announce that its subsidiary Byte Power (Hong 
Kong) Ltd (“Byte Power Hong Kong”) has entered into an Exclusive Partnership Agreement with 
Wimobilize Singapore Pte Ltd (“Wimobilize”).  This gives Byte Power Hong Kong the exclusive 
rights in Hong Kong, Macau, China and Taiwan to sell and implement Wimobilize Big Data 
solutions. 
 
This agreement acts as supplementary to the agreements signed and announced on 26 August 
2016 and 31 August 2016, which were for Exclusive Partnerships with Wimobilize through two of 
BPG’s fully owned subsidiaries: Byte Power Pte Ltd (“Byte Power Singapore”) and Byte Power Pty 
Ltd (“Byte Power Australia”).  These two Exclusive Partnership agreements enables Byte Power 
Singapore and Byte Power Australia to sell and implement Wimobilize Big Data solutions 
exclusively in Singapore & Malaysia and Australia & New Zealand respectively. 
 
Upon signing of the exclusive agreements, BPG has commenced commercial discussions with 
several potential customers in Malaysia, Australia & China and the market will be updated once 
there have been some material progress.  BPG is excited at this strong partnership with Wimobilize 
as this leads the Group to embark on this new area. 
 
Wimobilize’s Big Data solution provides companies with the capability to identify correlation and 
valid models to facilitate more accurate decisions from multi-structured data, such as marketing 
and transactional data, and unstructured data such as social conversations and news. 
 
Big Data market is expected to grow at a CAGR of 43% representing in huge opportunities in this 
sector, finds a new research report launched by NOVONOUS.  This growth is driven by increasing 
penetration of big data, increase in analytics services and availability of affordable big data 
solution and services to end users.  Asia Pacific Big Data market controls third largest market 
share at 14.50% in terms of revenue in Global Big Data market.  It is expected to maintain its 
market position even in 2020.  India, South Korea, Japan, China and Australia are key countries 
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in Asia Pacific Big Data market with BPG exclusively representing Wimobilize in 2 of the 5 key 
markets. 
 
BPG have entered into the following exclusive distributorship partnerships with Wimobilize: 
 
 

BPG Entity Exclusivity Region 

Byte Power Singapore: Singapore 
Malaysia 

Byte Power Australia: Australia 
New Zealand 

Byte Power Hong Kong: Hong Kong 
Macau 
China 
Taiwan  

 
 
 
ABOUT BYTE POWER GROUP LIMITED 
 
Byte Power Group Limited (“the Group”) is a diversified technology solutions group with a 
particular emphasis on securing Asian business opportunities. 
 
Through Wimobilize, the Group has a new cutting edge technology solution, a proprietary 
Advance Hybrid Artificial Intelligence Big Data Technology Platform consisting of 31 Advance 
Analysis Engines, 4 levels of Hybrid Correlation and Al Profiling Algorithms customised for 
governmental, healthcare, banking, telco and tourism industries.  This proprietary Big Data 
technology platform elevated the AI Predictive Analysis and deep insight intelligence to a new 
paradigm, applicable to any market segment. 
 
This Wimobilize Big Data technology powered e-commerce ecosystem will provide the next 
generation innovative trading platform for distributing the Company’s Australian wine, organic 
honey and honeycomb. 
 
 
 
 
 
Anna Cheng 
Company Secretary 
Byte Power Group Limited 


